RESTORATION OF THE CLOSING CORNER COMMON TO
SECTIONS 5 AND 6, T3N, R10W, W.M.

At the corner I find the 5/8" rebar with aluminum cap stamped "OREGON STATE PARKS" set on Clatsop C.S. 7491 and Tillamook C.S. B-1029, from which center of original 30" hemlock corner tree scribed by Manius Buchanan on June 25, 1893, bears north 1.64 ft. as recorded on said survey. This tree is now a decayed 30" diameter 5' high hemlock stump, with portion of old face visible on south side. No evidence of scribing or notches remains. From center of original corner tree I find original B.T.'s scribed by Buchanan to bear as follows: the 30" hemlock at S77°E 31.7 ft. is now a decayed 4.5' high 31" hemlock stump that bears S77°E 31.4 ft. slope distance (28.1 ft. horizontal distance) to face with original scribes faintly visible. Found rusty steel corner tag at base of tree. The 28" hemlock at S06°30'W 38.9 ft. is now a down and shattered hemlock snag, the reconstructed upright position of which bears S06°30'W 39 ft. to estimated face position. No visible scribing on this B.T. The 20" hemlock at N51°E 21.8 ft. is now an 8' high 32" decayed hemlock stump that bears N51°E 21.2 ft. to face with original reverse scribing visible.

I find the bearing trees scribed by the State in 1981 and recorded on Clatsop C.S. 7491 and Tillamook C.S. B-1029 to bear as follows from Buchanan's corner tree: the 7" hemlock at S37°W 20.0 ft. is in place, but is now an 8" snag with scribing partially visible; the 12" hemlock at S25°E 16.2 ft. is now an 18" hemlock that bears S10°E 16.0 ft. to estimated center of B.T. The face is partially overgrown.

I scribed three new B.T.'s that bear as follows from the 5/8" rebar corner monument: a 16" hemlock bears N26°E 5.80 ft. to an 8' spike at base of face scribed "T3N R10W S5 CC BT"; an 18" hemlock bears S40°W 23.30 ft. to an 8' spike at base of face scribed "T3N R10W S6 CC BT"; and a 22' spruce bears N33°W 13.50 ft. to an 8' spike at base of face scribed "T3N R10W S6 CC BT". An 18" hemlock (State's B.T.) bears S12°E 13.40 ft. to an 8' spike at base of partially overgrown face.

Note: Bearings reported to bearing trees are hand compass bearings using a declination of 21 1/2° east. All bearing trees scribed by me are posted with yellow aluminum location tags. On all bearing trees scribed by me I nailed in center of scribed "B" a 3/4" brass disk stamped "LS 849".
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